Dear Members and Friends,

As always, GSI will distribute a summer edition of the newsletter in July that will include August events. If you have program information for July, August, September and October you can submit it now. Guidelines for submissions are in the box below. We also accept links to archived programs. Please send the date, title and link to archived programs for inclusion in our next edition.

Several members of the GSI Coordinating Council participated in Liberation75: The Future of Survivor Communities. Esther Finder opened the panel How to Tell Your Parents’ Stories though she is not identified in the video. See these and other recorded programs on the Liberation75 Virtual Library.

The Arolsen Archive, the world’s largest Online Archive of documents on victims and survivors of National Socialism, has reached out to GSI for help to spread the word about their new initiatives. They are creating a digital memorial to the victims of the Nazis in their Every Name Counts program and would like volunteers (survivors, descendants, educators, students, etc.) to help transcribe information from their historical documents. For educators this is a unique opportunity for your students to work directly with primary source materials.

If you would like to share information about your local Shoah survivor community group, please send us a paragraph describing your activities: gsi@genshoah.org or genshoah@gmail.com.

Stay safe and be well,

Generations of the Shoah International (GSI)

Membership in our interactive leadership listserv is open to leaders / representatives of landsmanschaften and other Holocaust-related groups. If your local survivor, second generation or third generation group has not yet delegated a representative to join the GSI interactive online discussion / listserv group, please join us now. We already have dozens of members throughout the USA and from other countries. This global interactive listserv is the fastest way to reach the survivor community: genshoah@gmail.com.
For event submissions: www.genshoah.org/contact_gsi.html. Please fill out the information requested in the text areas and submit it to us at genshoah@gmail.com. You must send us your information no later than the 23rd of the month if you wish for it to appear in the upcoming month’s issue.

To search the newsletter by geographic area: Search by country for programs outside the USA or use the city and / or state abbreviations for those areas in the USA.

All times listed below are local unless otherwise stated.

Visit our GSI website at www.genshoah.org for updated information on new books, films, helpful links to Holocaust-related organizations and institutions, etc. Survivors, their children and grandchildren are welcome to post contact information for their local groups on our website.

GSI has an “open” Facebook group that anyone can join and invite others to join. Feel free to introduce yourself to your brothers and sisters in the survivor community and communicate directly with them without having to be cleared by a third party. Use the group to find old friends and relatives. Join us and meet new friends. Our page is visible to Facebook members at www.facebook.com/groups/genshoah/. Joining Facebook is free and easy: www.facebook.com.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

From the United States Senate: S.Res.89 - A resolution honoring the humanitarian work of Dr. Aristides de Sousa Mendes do Amaral e Abranches to save the lives of French Jews and other persons during the Holocaust.

From the US Holocaust Memorial Museum: Open Letter to American Leaders and Citizens From A Community of Holocaust Survivors.

Congratulations to Holocaust survivor Gerda Weissmann Klein on being inducted into the Arizona Women's Hall of Fame.

CONFERENCES

World Federation of Jewish Child Survivors of the Holocaust and Descendants
November 5 – 8, 2021
St. Louis Marriott Grand Hotel, St. Louis, MO

UPCOMING WORKSHOPS & SEMINARS

Teaching Mass Atrocity: The Holocaust, Genocide, and Justice
June 1 – 11, 2021
US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Virtual ‘Taster’ Edition of the Biennial European Summer Institute on the Holocaust and Jewish Civilization
June 15 – 17, 2021
Holocaust Research Institute at Royal Holloway, University of London, London, UK
Call for applications: HolocaustRI@rhul.ac.uk

The Search for Humanity After Atrocity
June 17 – 20, 2021
Kean University, Union, NJ
For more: https://www.kean.edu/NEHSeminar

UPCOMING EVENTS

Exhibit: Rendering Witness: Holocaust Era Art as Testimony

Exhibit: Ordinary Treasures: Highlights from the Museum of Jewish Heritage Collection, inspired by the Museum’s original Core Exhibition and by the Museum publication To Life: 36 Stories of Memory and Hope.

Now—June 27, 2021—Illinois Holocaust Museum & Education Center, Skokie, IL
Exhibit: They Shall be Counted: The Theresienstadt Ghetto Art of Erich Lichtblau-Lesky

Now – June 30, 2021—Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County, Glen Cove, NY
Online: The Holocaust Through the Eyes of a Survivor’s Daughter: Sculptures by Tmima

Now – July 11, 2021—Holocaust Memorial Center, Farmington Hills, MI
US Holocaust Memorial Museum Exhibit: Deadly Medicine: Creating the Master Race

Now – August 27, 2021—Wiener Holocaust Library, London, UK
Exhibit: Death Marches: Evidence and Memory

Now – December 2021—Chula Vista Heritage Museum, Chula Vista, CA
Exhibit: RUTH: Remember Us the Holocaust

Now—May 2022—Kupferberg Holocaust Center, Queens, NY
Exhibit: The Concentration Camps: Inside the Nazi System of Incarceration and Genocide.
This new, original exhibition surveys the scope and brutality of the Nazi system of incarceration and genocide, underscoring the horrific consequences of intolerance, racism, & authoritarianism.

June 1, 2021, 9:30 am ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
Facebook Live: Pride Month: Defying Nazi Persecution.
June 1, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—Classrooms Without Borders / Czech Embassy, Washington, DC
**Book Talk:** Arianna Neumann discusses her book *When Time Stopped* with Dr. Joseph Andy.

June 1, 2021, 19:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
**Four Decades of Hunting Nazi War Criminals All Over the World: Successes, Failures and Insights**, presented by Efraim Zuroff.

June 1, 2021, 8:00 pm ET & June 6, 12:00 PM ET—Brooklyn, NY
Live Stream Performance: *Death/Play, or the Mad Jester of the Warsaw Ghetto* by Henry (Hank) Greenspan. Proceeds to benefit NAACP Legal Defense & Education Fund and Program for Holocaust Survivors and Families in Detroit. For more information: hgreensp@umich.edu

June 2, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Fritz Ascher Society for Persecuted, Ostracized and Banned Art, New York, NY
Flight or Fight stories of artists under repression: *Jeanne Mammen (1890-1976) - A Life Dedicated to Art*.

June 2, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
**Book Discussion:** *Plunder* by Menachem Kaiser, the story of the author’s quest to reclaim his family’s apartment building in Poland.

June 2, 2021, 5:00 pm PT—USC Shoah Foundation Institute, Los Angeles, CA
**Antisemitism: Connecting the Past with Modern Day** with Michael Berenbaum, Ben Lesser and Saba Soomekh.

June 3, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Wagner College, Staten Island, NY
**Heroines of the Holocaust: New Frameworks of Resistance**.

June 3, 2021, 3:00 pm PT—USC Shoah Foundation Institute, Los Angeles, CA
**Breaking Bread: Testimony, Conversation, Demonstration**.

June 3, 2021, 5:30 pm Israel time—Yad Vashem, Jerusalem, Israel
**Jewish Refugees from Occupied Czechoslovakia in the Soviet Territories 1939-1945: New Evidence from the Former Soviet Security Archives** with Jan Dvorak.

June 3, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
**“Horse Crazy” and the Holocaust** with 2G author Sarah Maslin Nir.

June 4, 2021, 9:30 am ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
**For Survivors the Holocaust is Personal: Why Comparisons Can Be Dangerous.** Watch it live: USHMM on Facebook.

June 4, 2021, 10:00 am MT—Arizona Jewish Historical Society, Phoenix, AZ
Holocaust Survivor Presentation: *76 Years After Auschwitz* with Rise Stillman. RSVP for online information: afusco@azjhs.org.
June 4, 2021, 5:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, **White Plains, NY**

**Memory Keepers Generations Forward** Speaker **Helen Rubel** tells the story of her mother and maternal grandmother.

June 6, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Sousa Mendes Foundation, **Huntington, NY**

**Ben Ferencz, Prosecutor at Nuremberg**

June 8, 2021, 19:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, **Forest Town, South Africa**

**Anne Frank, Her Life and Surprising Global Legacy**

June 8, 2021, 7:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**A Conversation with Menachem Rosensaft About the Second Generation**

June 9, 2021, 3:00 pm PT—USC Shoah Foundation Institute, **Los Angeles, CA**

**The Last Days.** Join a conversation with Holocaust survivors and family members featured in this film.

June 9, 2021, 8:00 pm ET—3GNY, **New York, NY**

**Luck Through Misfortune – Our GG’s Story** with **Stacy Seltzer** and her grandmother, **Esther Bratt**.

June 10, 2021, 12:00 pm—Illinois Holocaust Museum, **Skokie, IL**

**Lunch & Learn: Nelson Mandela and Anne Frank.**

June 10, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**Stories Survive** with survivor **Ivan Vamos**.

June 10, 2021, 8:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, **Washington, DC**

Virtual event: **Transforming Hate to Hope.**

June 13 - 24, 2021—Museum of Jewish Heritage, **New York, NY**

**Film Screening** in four parts over two weeks: **Claude Lanzmann's SHOAH**.

June 13, 2021, 11:00 am PT—Polin Museum, **Warsaw, Poland**

**Meet the Family: Moshe Rynecki** with **Elizabeth Rynecki** in conversation with **Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett**.

June 13, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—University of Miami, **Miami, FL**

**Answering the Call of my Father, Elie Wiesel** with **Elisha Wiesel**.

June 15, 2021, 2:00 pm—2G Greater New York, **New York, NY**

**Other Voices: Daughters of the Holocaust: A presentation in honor of all daughters and granddaughters of Holocaust Survivors.**
June 15, 2021, 7:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL

June 16, 2021, 6:00 pm ET—US Holocaust Memorial Museum, Washington, DC
*Virginia Hall. The Allies’ Most Dangerous Spy Was a Woman.*

June 17, 2021, 19:00 SAST—Johannesburg Holocaust & Genocide Centre, Forest Town, South Africa
*St. Louis commemoration and World Refugees Day* (Robert Krakow and survivors; free film – *Complicit*).

June 18, 2021, 3:00 pm —Raritan Valley Community College, Branchburg, NJ
Zoom online summer book talk with Jennifer Rosner who will discuss her novel, *The Yellow Bird Sings*. For information and registration Michelle.Edgar@Raritanval.edu.

June 18, 2021, 5:00 pm ET—Holocaust & Human Rights Education Center, White Plains, NY
*Memory Keepers Generations Forward* Speaker Gloria Lazar tells the story of her father, Arthur, and his survival after the Nazis invaded his home in southern Poland.

June 21, 2021, 4:30 pm ET—YIVO, Center for Jewish History, New York, NY
*The Oyneg Shabes Archive and the Ethos of YIVO*, delivered in Yiddish by Dr. Samuel D. Kassow.

June 22, 2021, 6:30 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
*Book and Author: The Ravine: A Family, A Photograph, A Holocaust Massacre Revealed* with author Wendy Lower.

June 24, 2021, 12:00 pm CT—Illinois Holocaust Museum, Skokie, IL
Musician performance *Arnaud Sussmann’s Jewish Voices* program. Drawing inspiration from his own grandfather’s survival of Auschwitz-Birkenau, Arnaud Sussman and pianist Michael Brown will perform works by Jewish composers whose lives were directly impacted by the war.

June 24, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY
*Autism and Disability in Nazi Vienna* with prize-winning historian Dr. Edith Sheffer.

June 27, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Generations After DC, Washington, DC

June 27, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center, Maitland, FL
*In My Own Words with Claire Soria.*
July 7, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Fritz Ascher Society for Persecuted, Ostracized and Banned Art, New York, NY


July 11, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Center Florida, Maitland, FL

In My Own Words with Silvia Foti

July 12, 2021, 4:00 pm ET—Center for Jewish History, New York, NY

David Ludwig Bloch: A German Jewish Artist in Shanghai, featuring Michael Simonson, archivist at LBI.

July 13, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

Mengele: Unmasking the Angel of Death Book Talk with author and former Museum Director David G. Marwell.

July 20, 2021, 2:00 pm ET—Museum of Jewish Heritage, New York, NY

Stories Survive with survivor Erika Hecht.

August 4, 2021, 12:00 pm ET—Fritz Ascher Society for Persecuted, Ostracized and Banned Art, New York, NY

Helen Shiner, Oxford (UK): Sculpting the Light: Avant-Garde to Auschwitz and Beyond, Moissey Kogan (1879-1943).

August 29, 2021, 3:00 pm ET—Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Center Florida, Maitland, FL

In My Own Words with Inge Koele

FYI... FOR YOUR INFORMATION

FYI... Online newsletters

Yad Vashem May 4, 2021
Yad Vashem May 19, 2021
Yad Vashem May 25, 2021
Wiener Holocaust Library

Sir Martin Gilbert Book Club

FYI... The Generations After, Inc is a Washington DC area organization for second generation children of Holocaust survivors, survivors and descendants. Our mission is to preserve and further the legacy, memory and lessons of the Shoah through education, commemoration, and support for survivors. Begun in 1979, Gen After creates educational programs, is involved in Yom Hashoah commemorations, conducts an ongoing book group and memoir writing groups
and sponsors a program for B’nai Mitzvah children to match them with children murdered during the Shoah. New projects include training for a Speakers Bureau and a project to interview and document 2G stories. We are affiliated with Generations of the Shoah International. Learn more at our website genafterdc.com.

FYI... Many virtual programs on the Holocaust have been held during the Corona virus shutdown. Here are some of them.

April 9, 2021: Holocaust Day of Remembrance with Raymonde Fiol and Esther Finder
May 5, 2021: The Myth of the Perfect Mother: Propaganda and Conspiracy Theories
May 9, 2021: The Ghetto Fighters' House - Lecture-Polish Jewish Relations through the Lens of the Camera
May 12, 2021: We Will Be Heard
May 20, 2021: Witness Theater 2021 – Why We Tell the Story
May 20, 2021: A Story for Our Time: Lessons Learned from My Mother, a Holocaust Survivor
May 21, 2021: Honoring Bravery during Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage Month: Chiune Sugihara
May 21, 2021: I Heard His Silence: A daughter’s quest to understand and honor her father’s past
May 23, 2021: Tamir Goodman – “The Jewish Jordan”

Click here for past videos from Beit Terezin
Click here for past programs from the Center for Jewish History
Click here for past programs from Classrooms Without Borders
Click here for past webinars from Echoes and Reflections
Click here for past videos from the Ghetto Fighters’ House
Click here for past 3GNY WEDU Wednesday speaker presentations
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Center for Humanity
Virtual Program Recordings | Holocaust Memorial Resource & Education Center of Florida (holocaustedu.org)
Click here for past programs from Holocaust Memorial & Tolerance Center of Nassau County
Click here for past programs from the Holocaust Museum Los Angeles
Click here for past programs from the Illinois Holocaust Museum
Click here for past programs from the Jewish Foundation for the Righteous
Click here for past programs from the Johannesburg Holocaust and Genocide Centre
Click here for past programs from the Kupferberg Holocaust Center
Click here for past programs from Liberation 75
Click here for past Martin-Springer Institute programs
Click here for past programs from the Museum of Jewish Heritage
Click here to view recordings of past programs from the Sara and Sam Schoffer Holocaust Resource Center at Stockton University. Additional videos can also be found here.
Click here for past Sousa Mendes Foundation programs
Click here for past Facebook programs hosted by the US Holocaust Memorial Museum
Click here for past programs from the USC Shoah Foundation Institute
Click here for past videos from the Wiener Library
Click here for past Ray Wolpow Institute Noémi Ban Memorial Collection programs
Click here to view recordings from Yad Vashem recent lectures that you may have missed. Additional lectures for further exploration are available here.
Click here for past programs from YIVO

FYI… Now playing in theaters around the US Shepherd: The Story of a Jewish Dog
FYI… For the latest on the Baltics.

FYI… Articles, videos, podcasts and slideshows in the news…Note: links were active when the newsletter was written but some links may now have been deactivated by the publisher. If a link doesn't work, you can look for the story using a search engine, e.g., Google, Yahoo or others.

Across Borders: International
What V-E Day Looked Like Around the World
The last, overlooked but still active front of World War II
Legalizing Holocaust denial 2.0
Perspective | The Holocaust destroyed Jewish families. Genealogy can help rebuild them.
Preparing for a World of Holocaust Deepfakes
Holocaust survivor, 97, assailed with anti-Semitic hate on TikTok
Holocaust survivor wishes Tik Tok a Shabbat Shalom and gets spammed with antisemitic hate
Welcome To Europe, American Jews
Feeling kind of blue? Holocaust survivor lifts lockdown spirits through jazz
'Fun For The Family:' Trip Advisor Apologizes, Removes Hateful Auschwitz Review
TripAdvisor removes insensitive review of Auschwitz Museum
Architecture Of Remembrance And Hope: Daniel Libeskind Turns 75
The Passenger: Lost German Novel Makes UK Bestseller List 83 Years On
The Passenger: How A Forgotten Nazi-Era Novel Became A Bestseller
Rewatching and reevaluating Holocaust epic Shoah

Argentina
Police stop planned neo-Nazi attack on Argentine synagogue on Shabbat

Austria
Austrian Law On Holocaust Denial
Man punched on Austrian train for asking passengers to stop denying the Holocaust

Belarus
World War II mass grave of Holocaust victims uncovered in Belarus

Canada
Family of 99-year-old Holocaust survivor homebound in Toronto pleads for COVID-19 vaccine
Faye Schulman, partisan photographer who captured Jewish resistance during the Holocaust, dies at 101
Holocaust survivor whose photos documented the partisan resistance dies
David Cohen: A Tribute To A Canadian Immigration Icon
B.C. contributes $25 million towards Jewish centre redevelopment - constructconnect.com - Journal Of Commerce
Outrageous: Globe Reporter Insinuates That Israel Was Created Because of Holocaust
Khan: Justice Rosalie Abella showed us that being racialized isn't just about skin colour

Cyprus
The Cap From Auschwitz

Czech Republic
Remembrance Site In Terezin Is Crumbling
František Kostlán: Both the Jews and the Roma were victims of the Holocaust - Romea.cz

France
Paris to name a street for Sarah Halimi

Germany
Germany Stands By Israel Despite The Holocaust And Because Of The Holocaust
'Keep Alive Memory' Of WWII Victims, Urges Germany's Merkel
Was Nazi Germany Defeated Or Liberated? Germans Can't Decide
'The Nazi-Hunters': How a slap in the face brought about justice
Sophie Scholl: Student Who Resisted Hitler And Inspires Germany
In Precedent, German City Agrees To Return Painting To Heirs Of Holocaust Survivor
In precedent-setting case, German city to return painting to heirs of Jewish businessman who was once in concentration camp
Holocaust Memorial ‘Stumbling Blocks’ Defaced With Anti-Israel Graffiti in Cologne, Germany
Germany's anti-vaccination history is riddled with antisemitism
Germany’s antisemitism commissioner urges ban on wearing yellow star to protest pandemic lockdowns

Hungary
A mouthpiece for Hungary’s government leveled an antisemitic attack on Antony Blinken.
Here’s why it matters.

Israel
Lod mayor calls riots ‘pogrom,’ compares to Kristallnacht, smell of ‘smoke and war’
Watch: Israeli Diplomat Warns of ‘Kristallnacht Moment’
Avi Benlolo: Echoes Of The Holocaust The Jewish People Have Seen This Movie Before
Asher Itzkowitz, Auschwitz survivor, Murdered, He got too near the Temple Mount
Yosef Kleinman, the youngest survivor to testify at Eichmann trial, dies at 91
Holocaust Survivor Who Led Yad Vashem Memorial Dies At 94
Yitzhak Arad, World War II Partisan Hero, Veteran of Israel’s War of Independence), Former Leader of Yad Vashem, Dies at 94
Yitzhak Arad, Who Led Holocaust Study Center in Israel, Dies at 94
Yitzhak Arad, partisan who led Israel’s Holocaust museum for decades, dies at 95
Yad Vashem's Berthe Badehi on split-second decision that saved her life
Why I Am Celebrating Holocaust Survivor Day
Holocaust Education: Exploring New Models Of Memory
Project Invokes Teens Holocaust Diaries To Inspire Youth To Reflect On Covid
Here are the first 10 Jewish documentaries funded through Steven Spielberg’s new foundation
Man's Best Friend Is Hero In 'Family' Holocaust Film Told Through A Dog's Eyes
Posters Depicting Netanyahu as Hitler Appear in Pro-Israel Country
Japan

Tale of Holocaust victim, survivor uncovered by Japanese educator to be shared online

Lithuania

Memory Road 1941 — 2021 project
Lithuania has yet to acknowledge its Holocaust role
My Nazi Grandfather Was No Hero

Mexico

The Polish Museum of Puerto Vallarta

Netherlands

Dutch party equates COVID measures to Nazism on national Holocaust remembrance day
Children Of The Holocaust Who Are Anonymous No More
Toddlers in the window of a Nazi death train are identified thanks to newly-restored footage
Descendants of Holocaust survivors uncover family history through museum research

Pakistan

Pakistani movie star Veena Malik tweets Hitler quote about killing Jews in response to Israel-Gaza violence

Poland

Special Report: The Street Boys Who Sold Cigarettes After Escaping Warsaw Ghetto
Descendants of Auschwitz prisoners oppose ex-Polish leader on museum council
In her last poem, this Jewish-Polish poet wrote about the neighbors who turned her over to the Nazis
The Air Is Still Heavy Around Auschwitz Writes Traveler And Chronicler Arun Joshi
Jonathan Tobin on Poland’s Holocaust Revisionism
Polish government to give $50,000 to nationalist website headed by student who has made anti-Semitic comments
Oys In The Hood! Drama Explores The Jewish Mafia Which Ruled Pre-Shoah Warsaw

Portugal

New Portuguese Holocaust museum receives 10,000 visitors in first month

Romania

Anti-Semitic Incidents Put Focus On Romania's Dark Role During Holocaust
UK
The Little Known 'Female Nicholas Winton' Who Saved 10,000 Jewish Children
Westminster Holocaust Memorial Final Decision Due By July
The Duchess of Cambridge’s Holocaust portraits to feature in Imperial War Museum exhibit
The Fake British Radio Show That Helped Defeat the Nazis
‘I seek a kind person’: the Guardian ad that saved my Jewish father from the Nazis
The refugee who looked back at last
When it comes to the Jews, the UK has always worn two faces
First-hand stories shed new light on Nazi death marches
A taste of the past at her family’s lost café
Holocaust Survivor's Dream Torah Completed After His Passing
Chabad Islington Hosts Work By Artist Exploring Family's Shoah Fate
Concentration Camp Barracks To Be Displayed At New Holocaust Gallery In U.K. First
The Auschwitz Escape review – death camp’s secrets uncovered in powerful drama
Review: Remote Sympathy
Review: Our Darkest Night
After the silence: Sir Andras Schiff on the musical world, post pandemic
Tackling Holocaust Denial: Free Speech Versus Education
Alleged UK neo-Nazi Andrew Dymock on trial wrote Jews are a 'cancer'
BBC Palestinian journalist shown to have tweeted #HitlerWasRight in 2014

Ukraine
Hundreds in Ukraine attend marches celebrating Nazi SS soldiers, including in Kyiv for the 1st time
Ukraine's Jewish president 'strongly condemns' parade celebrating Nazis
Secretary Blinken Faces A Big Test In Ukraine, Where Nazis And Their Sympathizers Are Glorified
Holocaust: Synagogue opens at Nazi massacre site in Ukraine
Prime Minister of Ukraine honors Ukrainians who saved Jews during Holocaust at new Babyn Yar synagogue
Jewish History And Holocaust Studies Scholar Murdered In Ukraine

USA
Biden to Congress: White supremacists are the ‘most lethal terrorist threat’ to America
White supremacists are the 'top domestic violent extremist threat' facing the US, says Biden official

'Hitler Was Right': Neo-Nazis Arrive At Pro-Israel Rally in Van Covered With Hate Speech

Man Seen in Van Covered in Neo-Nazi Hate Graffiti Arrested in Florida

Lawmakers reintroduce bill to enable Holocaust-era insurance claims

When the Nazis Murdered Thousands by Sending Them on Forced Death Marches

Ritchie Boys: The secret U.S. unit bolstered by German-born Jews who helped the Allies beat Hitler -- 60 Minutes -- CBS News

Investigation: San Francisco museums may hold Nazi-looted art – J.

Heirs File Suit to Recover Nazi-Looted Pissarro Painting

S.F. family gifts its Nazi-looted porcelain figurines to Legion of Honor – J.

Holocaust Survivor Who Was Sent To Concentration Camp As Infant Now Has Photographic Proof Of Her Experience

'Silence Is No Longer An Option' Holocaust Survivor Siblings From Chicago Share Story In New Documentary

What Makes You Feel Jewish? For Most Jews, Holocaust Remembrance Is At The Top Of The List

'Voices of the Generations' program shares story of Holocaust survivor


Meijer blasts Greene's Holocaust comment

Greene’s ahistorical claim that the Nazis were socialists ... (WaPo)

Greene’s ahistorical claim that the Nazis were socialists ... (Fox)

Column: GOP Rep. Greene equates mask mandates to the Holocaust. Here's a history lesson for her (msn.com)

Meghan McCain Makes Marjorie Taylor Greene’s Holocaust Remarks About Ilhan Omar, Chaos Ensues (msn.com)

McCarthy: Rep. Greene comparing mask mandates to the Holocaust is 'appalling'

McCarthy, other congressional leaders condemn Greene for comparing coronavirus masking policies to the Holocaust

Kevin McCarthy Condemns Marjorie Taylor Greene’s Holocaust, Mask Comparison

Calls to Expel Marjorie Taylor Greene Trend After Masks-Holocaust Remark, Petitions Gain Steam

Opinion: Marjorie Taylor Greene's Holocaust comments aren't just vile. They're dangerous

Despite criticism, Marjorie Taylor Greene says she still stands behind her Holocaust statement
Marjorie Taylor Greene doubles down on comparing mask mandates to Holocaust

Marjorie Taylor Greene doubles down on Holocaust comparisons and says grocery store's 'vaccination logos' are 'just like' how 'Nazi's forced Jewish people to wear a gold star'

A history lesson for those who equate mask mandates to the Holocaust

Republicans just did the easy part on Marjorie Taylor Greene. Now what?

A petition to expel Marjorie Taylor Greene from the House has been signed by over 60,000 people after she compared mask mandates to the Holocaust

Top Republicans slam Marjorie Taylor Greene for comparing coronavirus measures to Holocaust

Newly-resurfaced video shows Marjorie Taylor Greene saying she opposed removing statues of Hitler and Satan so she could teach people 'what they did'

Marjorie Taylor Greene tripled down on her Holocaust narrative, saying Nazis were the 'National Socialist party' of their time like the Democrats are now

Auschwitz Memorial calls Greene Holocaust comments a 'sad symptom of moral and intellectual decline'

Jewish Americans see our worst nightmare unfolding

School leaders in Palm Beach County berated as communists and Nazis — for opposing ‘white advantage’

Looking How Well Education Combats Holocaust Misinformation

31 states don't require schools to teach about the Holocaust. Some laws are changing that

When Teaching About The Holocaust Isn't Enough

Lawmakers want to strengthen Holocaust education in New York

Curious Tale Of Holocaust Education Bill - City And State NY

Opinion: As lawyers, we believe it's time to face the legal profession’s role in the horrors of the Holocaust

California Capitol Watch: The Holocaust And Genocide Filling The Education Gap

Wisconsin to require Holocaust education starting in 5th grade

Public Support Shown For Cultural Center With Holocaust Exhibits But No Site Picked Yet

The Jews, the Armenians, and the Herero: genocides and tattoos

So Many Years After The Holocaust, Still An Unbearable Silence

Holocaust Survivor Urges University Community, ‘We Must Constantly Be Vigilant’ - University of New Haven

The Holocaust Survivor Fighting Anti-Semitism One Story At A Time

‘She Never Talked About the War.’ Uncovering the Daring …

My mother’s survival story – Love and hope after the Holocaust

Coronavirus pandemic stretches resources of Connecticut’s Holocaust survivors
'Where Can I Go?' documentary spotlights Wake County Holocaust survivors through the pandemic

Why Do We Keep Turning Holocaust Survivor Stories Into Self-Help Books?

Holocaust Survivor Eddie Jaku Is 'The Happiest Man On Earth'

101-year-old Holocaust survivor shares the secret to becoming the 'happiest man on Earth'

Holocaust Survivor Sauganash Neighbor Celebrates 100th Birthday With City Council Proclamation In His Honor

Kissinger at 98: "If it were not for the accident of my birth, I would be antisemitic."

Roman Kent, Who Reminded The World Of The Holocaust, Dies At 92

Holocaust Survivor, International Auschwitz Committee President, Roman Kent Dies

Roman Kent, Holocaust survivor who negotiated billions in restitution, dies at 92

Roman Kent, Auschwitz survivor and Holocaust activist, dies at 92

Joseph Zalman Kleinbahn Dies - Holocaust Survivor Dead At Age 91

Trude Heller, Greenville's Former First Lady, Holocaust Survivor, Dies

Trude Heller, Holocaust Survivor Who Helped Shape Modern Greenville, Dies At 98

Elsbeth Fleischman, escaped Holocaust on Kindertransport

Museum Of Jewish Heritage - A Living Memorial To The Holocaust Announces Return To In Person Events This Summer

Holocaust Memorial Museum Reopens

Houston's Holocaust Museum Celebrates 25th Anniversary With An Emotional $1.1 Million Night

Dallas Holocaust And Human Rights Museum - Traveling Soldier

Holocaust Survivor Hana Kantor Remembers

Holocaust Survivor Recounts Experience To NUWC Division Newport Employees - Naval Sea Systems Command

'Keep Telling Those Stories': Minnesota Holocaust Survivors Honored In 'Transfer Of Memory' Exhibit

Las Vegas native, Holocaust survivor who tried so hard to forget now on a mission to remember

I 'Wondered Why I Lived': Holocaust Survivor Shares Horrific Memories With Oberlin Sixth Graders

The Afterdeath of the Holocaust: A Conversation with Dr. Lawrence L. Langer

'Would You Hide Me?' Siblings Who Survived The Holocaust Attend Movie Premiere About Lives

Opening Eyes: Ophthalmologist Takes Staff to Holocaust Memorial Center — The Jewish News

Eric Shawn: From Auschwitz to America, he lived the American dream 'on steroids'
I wrote Max Glauben’s Holocaust survival memoir. Here’s what it was like.

School Name Finalist: Carla Peperzak Helped Save People During The Holocaust, Teaching About The Evils Of Nazi Regime

Rail Car Provides Stark Reminder As Holocaust Exhibit Comes To Kansas City's Union Station

Confronting Our Past (and Present) in Holocaust Exhibit at Union Station

New Shoah Foundation Podcast Connects Holocaust Testimony With Todays' Headlines

Film Review: Holocaust Survivor On A Mission Of Revenge

New documentary lends rare insight into motivations of Nazi perpetrators

Surviving former Nazis give their ‘Final Account’ in new documentary

'Final Account' explores the memories of Germans who lived through the Holocaust

A Generation Of Germans Give Final Account Of Living Through Nazi Germany

Film: Final Account Is A Stark And Revealing Portrait Of Holocaust Complicity

The Documentary Final Account Is a Rare Trove of Unfiltered Interviews With Former Nazis—Too Unfiltered, Some Historians Say

‘When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit’ Review: Judith Kerr’s Childhood Classic Gets Faithful, Tasteful Screen Treatment

When Hitler Stole The Pink Rabbit - Jewish Journal

50th Anniversary Edition Of When Hitler Stole Pink Rabbit To Be Released

Writer Julie Metz Searches for Her Mother’s Childhood Lost to the Holocaust

Daughter Explores Her Partisan Fighter Father's Life In 'And You Chose Life'

Great-grandmother left ‘speechless’ by short advert in the JC that saved her from the Nazis

Shaw: My journey to learn the story of my relatives lost in the Holocaust | INFORUM

Director Billy Wilder's pre-WWII European journalism is revealed - and revealing

Podcast: Escape reality into 'The Lost Shtetl,' the town that Hitler missed

Al Pacino Presents His Case In ‘American Traitor: The Trial of Axis Sally’; Lionsgate’s ‘Endangered Species’, ‘Moby Doc’ On Theater Slate For Memorial Day Weekend” – Specialty Preview

‘There is still so much hatred’: looking back on Holocaust documentary The Last Days

Now's the time to watch 1998 Holocaust doc 'The Last Days,' currently on Netflix

Mandy Patinkin, I Hear Your Cry

This blintz recipe survived the Holocaust

Pa. lawmakers just can’t resist comparing things to the Holocaust & Nazis

Nashville Hat Shop Faces Backlash For Selling Anti-Vaccine Nazi Jewish Stars
“How Did You Survive” Using Interactive Displays to Teach About The Holocaust
Student Awareness Days "an incredible learning experience for each and everyone of us"
UD Hillel And The University Remember And Honor The Lives Lost During The Holocaust
What If We Could Resolve Generational Trauma Through A Holocaust Video Game?
Spruce Mountain Middle School Collects Pencil Erasers To Represent Every Jewish Life Lost During The Holocaust
Maine students studying the Holocaust collect 156,000 erasers to ‘erase hate’
Eric Carle Grew Up in Nazi Germany. What Does That Mean for His Books and His Legacy?
Eric Carle, The Author Of 'The Very Hungry Caterpillar,' Dies At 91
Eric Carle, Creator Of 'The Very Hungry Caterpillar,' Has Died
Northborough HS Class Takes Deep Dive Into What Led To The Holocaust
California Teacher Displays Nazi Flag in Class, Sparking Investigation
Sacramento County High School Teacher Reportedly Displayed Nazi Flag In Class
Sacramento high school investigating after teacher displayed Nazi flag in classroom
Sacramento teacher placed on leave for Nazi flag in classroom – J.
Holocaust Hate Speech Seen On Portland Apartment For Days
Oregon Holocaust memorial defaced with swastikas and antisemitic slurs
Florida Holocaust Museum in St. Petersburg Vandalized with Painted Swastikas
'Hate graffiti': Swastika, antisemitic message found painted on side of Holocaust museum in St. Pete
St. Pete Police investigate hate graffiti at Holocaust Museum
Swastika Stickers, “We Are Everywhere” Graffitiied on Jewish Museum
‘Jews Are Guilty’: Antisemitic Message Spray-Painted Outside Holocaust Museum
Swastika stickers placed on Alaska Jewish Museum and gay bar, police say
Ex-leader of neo-Nazi group sentenced to over 3 years for "swatting" attacks
Former leader of neo-Nazi Atomwaffen group sentenced for swatting
Former Neo-Nazi Leader Sentenced to 3 Years in ‘Swatting’ Scheme
Neo-Nazi Dumps 3 Dead Bodies at Albuquerque Hospital Then Flees: FBI
Arizona Inmates To Face Execution With Same Gas As Auschwitz
Arizona is planning to execute prisoners with the same deadly gas used by the Nazis at Auschwitz, documents show

Vatican
Pope Kisses Holocaust Survivor's Auschwitz Tattoo
PLEASE NOTE: Notices are provided for information purposes only. *Generations of the Shoah International* and its Coordinating Council members, agents and representatives make no representations, guarantees or warranties about the services offered, and any person considering whether or not to use those services relies entirely on his or her own investigation and evaluation of the services offered and assumes all risk and responsibility regarding the use of or failure to use those services.

We are happy to include news on events / projects in your local communities. If you want to tell us what you are doing, just send us an email at genshoah@gmail.com and we will print it in a future newsletter. We encourage you to share this newsletter with Holocaust Survivor family members. To join GSI and receive future newsletters, to volunteer for / suggest a committee, to recommend a resource person or to submit a book recommendation, or program information, contact us at genshoah@gmail.com or visit our website at www.genshoah.org.
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